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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a TCP/IP 
Replication scheme for a fault tolerance system to 
provide high availability. This protocol has been 
implemented on virtual machines managed by 
Xen. Each package received by a virtual machine 
called original is replicated to a virtual machine 
called replica. The main purpose of this protocol 
is to preserve the same state of the original virtual 
machine in the replicated virtual machine for high 
availability. Original machine is substituted by a 
replica dynamically adapting to failures. It does 
not require modifications of TCP/IP protocol, host 
or guest operating systems. Quantitative results of 
protocol behavior in real scenario are analyzed 
with special attention to network performance.

Index Terms : Replication, TCP/IP, virtual 
machines, virtualization.

I. Introduction

Over the last years, high availability issues 
have been the subject of intensive research 
and experimentation. However, there are still 
many open problems in the field. One of the big 
challenges is the development of high availability 
mechanisms for distributed systems. They have 

to ensure a prearranged level of operational 
performance during a contractual measurement 
period. Distributions of operations create extra 
difficulties. The Transmission Control Protocol 
(TCP) complementing the Internet Protocol (IP) 
[1] is one of the core protocols of the shared 
public distributed infrastructure. It is used by 
major Internet applications, and provides reliable 
mechanism of data exchange between computers. 

Virtualization technology was beginning 
to emerge in the 1960s. The origin of virtual 
machines was in mainframe computers with 
multiprogramming operating systems, which 
made use of time-sharing and resource-sharing on 
expensive hardware [2]. The principal architectural 
characteristics were the dual-state hardware 
organization with privileged and non-privileged 
modes [3]. Nowadays, interest in virtualization has 
resurged since computers have sufficient processing 
power to use virtualization as a technique of 
partitioning resources of a single server into 
multiple separated execution environments. 
As each environment is isolated, then, multiple 
operating systems can run on the same hardware 
[4], [5], [6]. The current Virtual Machine Monitors 
(VMMs) offer such characteristics as isolation, 
server consolidation, cloning, server migration 
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and replication [7]. These characteristics can be 
used to provide high availability in a virtualized 
system. Many databases, file systems, mail 
servers, and virtualized Cloud systems have 
included replication and migration mechanisms to 
reach high availability. In this paper, a replication 
protocol with quality of service for high availability 
is proposed and analyzed. This protocol replicates 
the state of one virtual machine to a second virtual 
machine via TCP/IP commands. 

Detecting a failure, it switches one machine to 
another one providing high availability and quality 
of service. We continue this paper by presenting 
our protocol and discussing related work in Section 
II. In Section III, we describe architecture details. 
In Section IV, we discuss details of the protocol 
implementation. In Section V, experimental setup, 
test cases, and experimental results are presented. 
Finally, we conclude with a summary in Section 
VI. 

II. Related Work

Several service replication mechanisms based 
on TCP/IP protocol have been published. In [8], a 
TCP fault tolerance scheme for cluster computing 
named ER-TCP is proposed. In the cluster, there is 
a primary server, unique logger server, and one or 
multiple backup servers. To synchronize nodes ER-
TCP uses a multicast tunnel. The primary server 
waits for the logger response, and answers to clients. 
The logger server maintains the synchronization 
of TCP connections with the backup servers by 
gathering responses during the establishment and 
termination phases. Logger server is synchronized 
with the primary server at any moment, while the 
backup servers are synchronized at the beginning 
and at the end of every conversation. A fault on the 

primary or in a backup server can be attended. It 
is assumed that primary and logger servers are not 
failed simultaneously. 

In [9], a transparent TCP Connection Failover is 
presented. The failover is achieved by modifying 
the server’s TCP/IP stack. No modifications are 
required to the client’s TCP/IP stack, the client 
application or the server application. IP datagrams 
that the client sends to the primary server must be 
redirected to the secondary server. The secondary 
server receives and acknowledges all TCP 
segments sent by the client, first that the primary 
server. The secondary server must synchronize its 
TCP sequence numbers with the sequence numbers 
used by the primary server. The scheme allows the 
system continues working if the primary or the 
secondary server fails. 

In [10], a fault-tolerant TCP (FT-TCP) protocol 
is described. Two types of backups are considered: 
hot and cold. FT-TCP uses a component called 
south-side wrapper (SSW) to intercept, modify, 
and discard packets between TCP/IP stacks and 
network drivers. FT-TCP intercepts and changes 
semantics of system calls (between an application 
and kernel) made by server applications through a 
component called the north-side wrapper (NSW). 
Both components communicate with a stable 
buffer located in the physical memory of backup 
machines. The stable buffer acknowledges received 
data, and returns them to a requester in an orderly 
way. In the hot-backup scheme, after a primary 
server failure, the backup server reaches the 
state of the primary server before its failure. This 
process uses TCP segments and system call records 
from the stable buffer. Failover with a cold backup 
consumes memory for stored packets and system 
calls. The recovery process from a cold backup can 
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be handled by a checkpoint mechanism. 

In [11], [12], [13], a fault-tolerant Web service 
scheme based on Connection Replication and 
Application-level Logging (CoRAL) is presented. 
The basic idea of CoRAL is to use a combination 
of active replication and logging. Two servers are 
considered: a primary and backup. Each server can 
play a dual-role as a primary for some requests 
and backup for others. At the connection level, the 
server-side TCP state is actively replicated on the 
primary and backup servers. However, the standby 
backup server logs HTTP requests, but does not 
process requests unless the primary server fails. 
At the application level, HTTP request and reply 
messages are logged. The key of this scheme is 
that the backup server obtains every TCP packet 
(data or acknowledgment) from the client before 
the primary server. Thus, the only way the primary 
obtains a packet from the client is when there is a 
copy in the server backup. 

In [14], an infrastructure HYDRANET-
FT for dynamic replication of services across 
an internetwork is presented. It modifies TCP 
communication protocol on the server side to 
allow one-to-many message delivery from a client 
to service replicas, and many-to-one message 
delivery from the replicas to the client. The main 
objective of HYDRANET-FT is to provide fault-
tolerant services across an internetwork of different 
network providers. It supports atomic multicasting 
[15] to ensure that all servers process the same 
operations and keep the same state. Backups are 
connected in a daisy chain to the primary host. In 
this schema, all replicas receive TCP packets from 
the client, but only the primary responds to the 
client. 

In [16], Migratory TCP (M-TCP) support for 
live connection migration is proposed. Hosts in 
a pool of similar servers can accept migrating 
connections and continue service on them. M-TCP 
transfers the last connection checkpoint state, 
along with protocol specific state, to the destination 
host to migrate the server endpoint. The protocol 
ensures that the destination server resumes the 
service while preserving the same state, without 
disrupting the traffic on the connection. M-TCP 
provides a mechanism called cooperative service 
model, in which an Internet service is represented 
by a set of geographically dispersed equivalent 
servers. M-TCP has some limitations such as lack 
of fault tolerance support. 

In Table I, we summarize TCP replication 
protocols and their main characteristics. Active 
replication indicates that client requests are 
simultaneously processed by multiple replicas. 
Message logging states that all incoming client 
messages are stored in a file. Checkpointing 
indicates that up-to-date copies of the server state 
are maintained on a backup or stable storage. 
Failover shows an automatic switching to a 
redundant or standby computer server. Multi-
backup indicates more than one simultaneously 
maintained backup server. Scope shows 
maintenance of local or geographically separated 
replica servers. Modifications of kernel, TCP/IP 
original source code and application source code 
are shown in next columns.

III.  Architecture

The replication process is supported between 
VM (the Client machine) and one or more replica 
virtual machines. At the connection level, the TCP 
state of an original machine, called Original Virtual 
Machine (OVM) is actively replicated on Replica 
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Table I

1 = LAN, 2 = WAN, 3 = Daisy chaining mechanism, 4 = Hot-backup, 5 = Cold-backup

Virtual Machines (RVMs). Clients communicate 
with a service through a unique principal server 
using a single server address called Principal 
Server Connection (PSC). At the TCP/IP level, all 
messages sent by the client have the address of the 
PSC as the destination and all messages received 
by clients have the address of the PSC as the source 
address. The protocol stores a list all available 
servers, including the single PSC IP address. This 
PSC address is different to the IP address of the 
OVM Principal Server. The protocol intercepts the 
packets with PSC destination and this address is 
substituted by the IP address of the OVM. 

RVM can substitute actual OVM to cope 
with failures, different network workloads and 
communication delays. When OVM sends packets 
to the client, these packets are intercepted by the 
replication protocol. Only IP source address is 
substituted by PSC IP address. Replica servers 
process these packets and update their own TCP 

state. The client realizes a selection of the initial TCP 
sequence number. To achieve client transparency 
at the TCP level, all replica servers choose 
identical sequence numbers during connection 
establishment. The ACK numbers are different 
for the conversation with each replica server. The 
proposed protocol replicates packets transmitted to 
a destination host, and redirects them to local and 
remote VMs. The objective is to maintain equal 
states of all VM, including memory, local storage 
disk, and network connections. Interactions with 
OVM based on TCP/IP are replicated to the replica 
VM. The protocol is installed on an intermediate 
machine, which controls the packet replication. 
The complete implementation of this protocol has 
been made with open source code: Xen, Libnet 
[17] and Libpcap [18]. Sequence numbers and 
acknowledgments are maintained according to 
RFC793 [19]. 

The network packets associated with launched 
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commands in RM are captured and stored in a 
queue. The initial sequence and acknowledgment 
numbers are generated when the connection is 
established according to the three-way handshake. 

Data from RM to OVM are sent in the same 
order as from RM to RVM. Every time when 
data are sent by the client or server, the countpart 
should send a signal that the information has been 
received, and acknowledge how many bytes have 
been received. Due to the fields in the TCP header 
are modified, checksum is recalculated according 
to RFC 793 specifications. Besides, the subfield 
Timestamp is modified based on RFC 1323. The 
timestamp clock frequency is set in the range from 
1ms to 1 sec per tick. When a replication of a SYN 
package is detected, the field TSVal is initialized 
with the valued of the original package.

The field TSec is set to zero as initial value. 
When a last TSVal is sent, TSVal is calculated as a 
time when the last detected duplicated package is 
appeared plus hundredths seconds. The value of the 
field TSecr of a duplicated package corresponds to 
the value of the TSVal of the last package captured 
with direction from RVM to OVM. To avoid that 
unsolicited packages are reset, it is necessary to 
configure a firewall rule to drop packages from 
RVM. A package filtering is applied. Only packages 
that belong to the TCP protocol and conversations 
RM- OVM or RM-RVM are caught.

IV. Protocol Implementation

One of characteristics that distinguishes 
distributed systems from systems with only 
one machine is the concept of partial fault. In a 
distributed system, a partial fault can occur when 
a component fails. A fault can affect the operation 
of some components and, at the same, time others 

can not be affected. 

On the other hand, in a not distributed 
system, a fault can be total, because it affects all 
components and leaves a system inactive. An 
important objective in the distributed system is 
the construction of mechanisms that allow the 
automatic recuperation from partial faults without 
affecting seriously the total performance. When a 
fault occurs, the distributed system should continue 
working in an acceptable mode while the repairs are 
realized. An important concept in fault tolerance is 
atomicity. For example, in distributed transactions 
it is necessary to guarantee the realization of all 
involved operations in a process [20]. 

A.  Fault Tolerance Protocol 

In this configuration, the client sends petitions 
to a unique IP address. This address is a virtual 
address that belongs to the machine where the 
replication protocol is installed. The client sends 
requirements to this virtual IP and the protocol 
redirections them to the OVM and at the same 
time, these requirements are sent to the RVMs. In a 
general way, the protocol follows next steps: 

1. The client sends a requirement to the 
Principal Server Connection, PSC. 

2. The packets with the client source IP 
address and with PSC destination IP 
address are caught for the protocol. 

3. The protocol modifies the trapped packets. 
The source IP address is changed by the 
PSC source address. The destination IP 
address is changed by the OVM IP address. 
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4. The packets are replicated a number of 

times equal to the number of replicas in the 

system. These packets change the source IP 

by the PSC IP address and the destination 

IP by the IP address of the corresponding 

RVM. 

5. The OVM receives packets with PSC 

source IP address; it processes and responds 

to them. 

6. When the protocol detects a response 

package with OVM source IP address and 

PSC destination, the package is caught 

and modified to be redirected to the client 
machine. The source IP address is changed 

by the PSC IP address and the destination 

address is changed by the client IP address 

(RM).

7. The client receives responses like directly 

interacting with the PSC. 

8. The responses from replicas are processed 

in the intermediate machine which has the 

protocol installed.

Fig. 1. Protocol configuration considering 
fault tolerance

The protocol configuration is shown in the Fig. 
1. The protocol stores a queue of the available 

servers and their IP addresses including the unique 

IP address of the PSC server. It exists a queue 

of RVMs that allows to know where replicate 

commands. The redirection package is possible, 

because the client machine enables a virtual IP 

through ARP commands for the machine where 

the protocol is installed; this virtual address 

corresponds to the PSC IP address. In each RVM, 

the MAC address of the protocol machine is 

associated with the PSC IP address. 

This configuration allows the client to 
communicate with a fixed address without 
knowing the OVM IP address. So, the OVM could 

be replaced transparently by a RVM if a fault is 

produced. 

The protocol considers two fault types: OVM 

fault and RVM fault. It is considered that OVM and 

RVM do not fail simultaneously. 

B.  OVM Fault

When an OVM fails, the first RVM in the 
available replicas queue takes the place of the 

OVM. This queue stores the IP address associated 

with the physical machine and its function, for 

example: 

 -- 0, identifies the PSC IP address 
 -- 1, client IP address

 -- 2, an OVM

 -- 3, a RVM 

 -- 4, a machine that has taken the place of an 

OVM and it is on recuperation state.

If an OVM fails, next steps are followed: The 

OVM is eliminated from the available machines 

queue. The first RVM is set in the state 4 indicating 
that takes the OVM place. Before that RVM can 

be identified as the new OVM, the before the 
fault. So, the number of sent and received bytes in 

the replica conversation should be the same that 
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number of sent and received bytes in the original 
conversation before the fault. If at the moment of 
the fault, there are packages in transit, when the 
RVM is at the same state of the OVM before the 
fault, the RVM enters in a recuperation state until 
the current remote command is completed. During 
the recuperation, if the protocol identifies a packet 
with a source IP address that belongs to the replica 
virtual machine that will take the place of the OVM 
and PSC destination IP address, it is caught and 
modified: 

1. The source IP address changes from the 
RVM on recuperation address to the PSC 
address. 

2. The destination IP address changes from 
PSC IP address to the client address 

3. Fields in the TCP header like the sequence 
and ACK numbers should be replaced 
by the corresponding numeration in the 
original conversation. 

4. Timestamp Subfields in TCP options 
should be changed to keep the conversation 
between the client and the PSC. 

Besides, the sliding window registers of the 
original conversation should be modified to 
preserve the sequence and ACK numerations in the 
correct state. 

During the recuperation, the conversation 
between the PSC and the RVM that takes the 
place of the OVM should be maintained active. 
Therefore, this conversation is handled like an 
active normal replica. When the recuperation 
process finishes, the machine in recuperation state 
changes to OVM state. 

C.  RVM Fault

When a RVM fails, the recuperation process 
follows the next steps: 

1. The replica in fault is searched in the 
replicas queue. 

2. The memory that belongs to the replica is 
eliminated; such the Received Bytes Queue 
and all the internal variables that maintain 
the replica state are released.

3. The number of active replicas decremented 
by one.

V.  Experimental Setup

To probe the fault tolerance configuration, there 
is a Latitude D410 computer client, Pentium M 
processor 2.0 GHz, 2 GB RAM, 80 GB DD. An 
intermediate computer, Xeon quad-core 2.0 GHz, 
con 3GB RAM, 72 GB DD, where the replication 
protocol is installed. OVM is installed on a Xeon 
server and the computer that assumes the client role 
has 3 RVMs installed. The operating system base is 
Debian 4.0 and the hypervisor Xen 3.1.3. The OVM 
and replicas have Ubuntu 8.04 operating system, 
con 512 de RAM y 2GB of storage. To realize the 
performance tests and fault tolerance tests a shell 
script, which executes random transactions like 
insertions, deleting or modification of registers is 
used. 

The client machine has the IP address address 
 There is a PSC unique address 

 and through the command arp -s 
the client associates this virtual address with the 
MAC address  which 
is
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Fig. 2. Configuration for the case study

the machine with the active protocol. The arp 
command is executed in each active RVM. All 
replicas are in the same network segment. The Fig. 
2 shows this configuration. The script was run to 
execute 500 random transactions each 8 seconds 
on the database installed on the OVMand replicas.

A.  Results

To continue the average RTTs for the realized 
transactions between the client and the OVM with 
no replicas, one, two and three active replicas are 
shown. The Table II shows the obtained results. 

The results in the Table II are measured in client-
server sense. In column one, it can be observed 
that the RTT was measured from the RM (client) 
to some virtual machine (to OVM or replica). 
Column 2 indicates the number of active replicas 
during the measurement. Column 3 indicates the 
average RTT in milliseconds and column 4, the 
percentage of RTT degradation. 

In Table II, it is observed that the replication 
mechanism introduces an overload on the system 

and the average RTT suffers degradation in 
comparison with the average RTT of a TCP system 
without replication of remote commands. It can be 
observed that the conversation between the client 
and the OVM suffers a degradation of 81.16% with 
one replica in comparison with the conversation 
without replicas. The RTT is degraded a 80.64% 
with two active replicas and a 82.92%
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Table II

with three active replicas. With PSC-RVM1 
replica, the average RTT with two replicas suffers 
a 2.88% with two active replica in comparison with 
the RTT with one replica and 20.54% if there are 
three active replicas. 
In Table II, it can be observed the PSC-VM2 
conversation with two or more active replicas, is 
a 39.91% slower with three active replicas than 
the average RTT with two active replicas. It can 
be noted that the average RTTs of the PSC-RVM2 
and PSC-RVM3 conversations are around 13.5 ms 
in both cases. 

The average RTT suffers degradation when 
the system incorporates the replication protocol 
operation. The intermediate processing of the 
original package introduces a delay too. The 
original package is processed on the intermediate 
machine PSC, the source and destination IP 
addresses are modified and the packet is sent to the 
OVM. The packet processed in the OVM is trapped 
by the PSC again and processed. This packet 
changes the source and destination IP and returns 
to the RM (client). This processing introduces a 
RTT increment. 

When there is an active replica, the RTT 
measurement includes an additional processing 

time for the packet that travels to RVM1, the 
package is removed from the waiting queue, 
necessary fields are modified and it is sent to 
RVM1, where and ACK package is waited. When 
the number of replicas is increased, the time to do 
replicas, send to the corresponding replica and wait 
for the ACK is incremented too. 

OVM was located on a server with better 
performance than the server for RVMs. However, 
the RTT from the point of view of the client (RM) 
suffers up to 87.92% of degradation with three 
active replicas, the average RTT is 0.050710 ms 
which is imperceptible to the user. In related work, 
there are not comparable experiments with those 
in this paper, but in [13] a duplex replication is 
mentioned; a replication of a primary web server 
and its corresponding secondary server is realized. 
The client launches requirements of approximately 
50 bytes. 

The responses are in the range of 50 bytes. 
An average latency time of 6.40 ms is reported. 
This time is similar to the average RTT in the 
experiments when the replication protocol 
duplicates transactions from OVM in RVM1, 
which is 6.2384 ms, even when there are two 
active replicas, the average RTT is 6.4181 ms. In 
[8], latency increments from 15% up to 90% when 
the replication of a secondary server is introduced. 
The proposed protocol is within these parameters. 
However, in the before mentioned publication, it is 
not clear how the latency was measured. In Table 
III, the average RTTs from server to client without 
replicas and with one, two and three active replicas 
are shown. 

Table III shows the average RTTs from server 
to client, the proposed protocol introduces an 
overhead and produces an increment to the average 
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RTT. In the case of OVM-Client, the average 
RTT with two replicas is 3.89 times greater than 
the average RTT without replicas; the average 
RTT with two replicas is 4.68 times greater and 
with three replicas is 6.29 times greater. In the 
conversation RVM1-PSC, the average RTT with 
two replicas increases 1.15 in comparison with 
the average RTT with one replica and 1.57 times 
with two active replicas. The average RTT in the 
conversation RVM2-PSC

Table III

increases a 31% if there are three active replicas in 
comparison with time when there are two replicas 
in operation. Times for RVM2-PSC and RVM3-
PSC show RTTs around 58 ms. 

RTT from server to client suffers greater 
degradation than the results for the conversation 
client to server. This is because the acknowledgment 
of packages could be delayed by intermediate 
replication processes. In this configuration, the 
replicas are installed in a machine with less 
processing power, which affects the measurement 
of average RTT. 
The fault tolerance scheme allows the automatic 
recuperation of the system during a fault and the 
reubication of the OVM in transparent way

B.  OVM Fault

In this experiment, freeze fault of OVM was 
simulated. An interval of time was measured, it 
starts when it is detected that OVM let to respond 
requirements from PSC and stops when the first 
machine in the list enters in a recuperation state 
and PSC begins to redirect packages from the 
machine that will replace OVM to the client. In this 
moment, the intermediate machine, which operates 
the protocol, recognizes that RVM1

Table IV

will attend the requirements from client. The 
simulation was made with one, two and three 
active replicas. The number of samples was 30 in 
each case. The results are shown in Table IV: 

The time between the protocol recognizes the 
fault and the RVM1 reaches the state of OVM had 
before let to responding is around 5 ms, which is 
a imperceptible time. These recuperation times 
allow an uninterrupted communication between 
client and the new OVM. Replicas in operation are 
not affected by the OVM change.

C.  5.3 RVM Fault

If the protocol detects that a replica does not 
respond requirement from PSC, the replica is 
eliminated from the available replicas queue and 
the memory of the connection state is released. 
The worst time registered releasing memory, when 
there are three active replicas and one of them fails 
was 0.003526 ms.
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VI.  Conclusions

The proposed protocol allows the automatic 
recuperation from partial fault in the system. It 
allows the recuperation to OVM or RVM faults, 
assuring the availability of the system and data 
integrity. The availability of the system implies a 
performance penalty. 

According to the results, the conversation 
between the client and the PSC suffers a degradation 
of 81.16%, when the system operates with an 
active replica. This increment in RTT is because 
the RTT considers the time of sending the packet 
between the client and the intermediate machine 
(PSC). This packet is resent to the OVM; the OVM 
returns the answer to PSC and finally, this answer 
is resent to the client. High availability carries out 
a degradation in the system performance. 

However, in the proposed protocol the 
degradation is imperceptible from the point of 
view of the client, which is up to 0.050710 ms, 
in the worst case, with three active replicas. In 
related work, it is mentioned replication cases with 
maximum of active replicas, where the latency 
average time is 6.40 ms. [13], which is a time 
greater than the result for the proposed protocol. 

Our protocol reports an average RTT of 6.2384 
ms with one active replica and 6.4181 ms with 
two active replicas. In [8], a degradation of 15%-
80% with one active replica was reported. The 
proposed protocol has better limits of penalization 
for the current replication schemes on TCP/IP. The 
proposed protocol is based on active replication, 
which set up all structures on memory. 

This could cause system degradation if the 
number of replicas increases. As a future work 

we will analyze the network performance with a 
greater number of replicas and the design of the 
mathematical model of this replication protocol.
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